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MAGNETIC STUDIES OF ACTINIDES—EVIDENCE FOR LOCALIZED
MAGNETISM*

G. H. Lander
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, 111. 60439

ABSTRACT

The position of the 5f elements in the periodic
table suggests that the electronic properties of these
elements (and their compounds) will resemble those of the
lanthanide series. However, the extended nature of the
5/ wave functions leads to fundamental differences be-
tween 4/ and 5/ systems. In this review the evidence for
"localized" magnetism will be presented. Results of mag-
netization, Mossbauer, neutron and low-temperature x-ray
experiments on Np, Pu, and Am compounds will be used to
illustrate both the similarities to and differences from
lanthanide magnetism.

A determination of the ground-state 5/ electron wave
functions is, in principle, possible by measuring the neu-
tron magnetic cross section. The interpretation of such
experiments on U02, USb, and PuP requires a knowledge of
the radial extent of the 5/ electrons, which we obtain
from relativistic Dirac-Fock calculations, and the use of
the tensor-operator formalism to treat the spin-orbit in-
teraction. This interaction in Pu3+ (a 5/5 configuration)
results in a magnetic form factor that initially increases
with increasing scattering angle. For USb the experimental
magnetic scattering is used to determine the ground-state
wave function of the U 3 + ion. In addition the temperature
dependence of the quadrupole moment in USb has been meas-
ured and yields information both on the size of the crystal-
field and exchange interactions, and on the interplay be-
tween them.

INTRODUCTION

The unique problems associated with describing the
electronic structure of the actinide elements and com-
pounds were recognized as soon as the first investigations
were performed some 35 years ago. A consequence of the
spatial extent of the outermost electrons is that the ac-
tinide ions are sensitive to their environment, i.e., large
crystal-field intc-?ctions are present.1 On the other
hand, the 5/ electrons have a high angular momentum state,
and the term Z(Z + l)/r2 in the Schrodinger equation then
acts in combination with the atomic potential to produce
a centrifugal barrier confining the electron to an annular
region around the nucleus, i.e., the spin-orbit coupling
is l?rge.2 The presence of both large spin-orbit and crystal-



field interactions leads to complications that are rarely
found in either the "id transition series, in which the
crystal field dominates, or the lanthanide (4/") series, in
which the spin^orbit term dominates.

What are those properties of the system that suggest
the presence of localized 5/ electrons? 0.) A large spin-
orbit coupling, i.e., the tendency for the spin end angu-
lar laomenta to combine together in such a way as to pro-
duce a good quantum number J. Of course, the presence
of a large crystal-field interaction may break down
Russell-Saunders coupling, necessitating the use of in-
termediate-coupling g factors and even J mixing.2 (2)
The high-temperature susceptibility should reflect the
localized moment behavior giving an effective moment
Ue££ = g /J(J + 1). (3) If conduction electrons are
present to mediate the signal between nonmagnetic and
actinlde ions the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate
1/Tj at the anion will sense the induced moment (i.e.,
the susceptibility) at the actinide site. (4) As a con-
sequence of the large orbital moment (excluding S-state
ions) (a) an appreciable spin-lattice interaction should
exist. In turn, this leads to magnetic anisotropy and
the probable crystallographic distortion of the chemical
unit cell in order to minimize the magnetoelastic energy,
(b) A large orbital contribution to the hyperfine field
will be present at the actinide nucleus. (5) The crystal-
field interaction will lift the degeneracy of the J mul-
tiplets and result in wave functions that reflect the
symmetry of the actinide ion. Such a representation im-
plies the presence of well defined spin-wave excitations,
which reflect both the crystal-field and exchange inter-
actions in the material.

By attempting to characterize the 5/ electrons as
localized we are, of course, assuming that the 5j* bands
have a narrow energy distribution in momentum space and
that their energies lie well below the Fermi energy Ep.
Extensive band-structure calculations have been performed
on the actinide elements,1 all showing that the 5/ states
are neither narrow nor well below Ep. Davis has presented
a preliminary calculation for the NaCl compounds.3 The
presence of f electrons near Ep contributes to the peak
in the density of states. Such a peak is compatible with
the high values for the electronic specific heat, which,
in mJ/mole K2, are 23.3, 9.6, and 49.0 for US, UP, and UN,
respectively. Although hybridization makes it difficult
to define the 5f bandwidth, the average value suggested
by the band calculations is 2 - 3 cV, as opposed to
°* 0.3 eV for the localized 4/ electrons. uv photoemission
spectra"* on US have been interpreted as supporting the
itinerant picture of the bf electrons in this cempound,
although Veal has argued for a more cautious approach in
connecting theory and experiment.5 We will return to US
later; the important point of introducing the band-



structure ideas is that we do not expect any one model to
correctly describe a_ll_ the properties of these actinide
compounds.

In the elemental metals, at least for the first half
of the series, the spatial extent and corresponding wave
function overlap causes a situation which requires a de-
scription in terras f itinerant 5/" electrons. The concept
of spin fluctuate, .is (i.e., incipient magnc-tic behavior)
appears to explain the resistivity, specific heat, and
susceptitility.6 Attempts 10 provide more direct evi-
dence of such phenomena with microscopic techniques, such
as nuclear-gamma-ray resonance or neutron scattering are
difficult, but worthwhile, endeavors for future research.

In this article we will concentrate almost exclusively
on the actinide compounds that forra vith elements of Group
VA and VIA of the periodic table and crystallize in the
NaCl structure. In the first part we will discuss magne-
tization, nuclear-gamma-ray resonance (Mossbauer), neutron
and low-teraperature x-ray experiments. In the second part
we will present results from recent "second generation"
neutron experiments on single crystals of uranium com-
pounds.

ACTINIDE COMPOUNDS WITH THE NaCl CRYSTAL STRUCTURE

Some properties of actinide compounds with the NaCl
structure7" are given in Table I. All these compounds
are metallic with resistivities ranging between 100 and
2000 \£l cm. The presence of conduction electrons and
their possible interaction with the 5/" electrons must
therefore be kept in mind. The object in studying the
trends in such a table is to see if unique 5/* electron
configurations can be assigned, as is the case for ex-
ample, in similar lanthanide (4j*) compounds. If the ac-
tinide ions are rripositive, the configurations will be
U 3 + - f3, Np3+ - ("', Pu 3 + - f5, and Am'3+ - j 6 . The ac-
tinide contraction will favor these configurations as
one proceeds to the heavier ions and this is confirmed
by the large effective moments of Cra and I5k ("-SiJ[>),
which suggest f7 and fe configurations, respectively.4

The spatial extent of the 5/ wave functions means that
those compounds wi'h the smallest lattice spaeings may
have the most complicated behavior. Indeed Hill ° pro-
posed a direct correlation between the An - An separa-
tion and the occurrence of magnetic order, with the o

critical separation being about 3.4 A, i.e., aQ "^ 5.1 A
in the NaCl structure.

Starting with the heavier ions in Table I, AmSb
exhibits temperature independent susceptibility. This
behavior is consistent with, but does not necessarily
prove, the existence of a 5/c : FQ ground state. The sit-
uation for PuR is similar. All the remaining Pu com-
pounds exhibit low effective magnetic moments ("V 1 Ug)



and ordered moments of between 0.4 and 0.8 ii«. These
values are consis ent with .1 S/5:6!!^., configuration. As
we discuss in more detail below, the magnetic form factor
of this configuration is sufficiently unique thai measure-
ments of the neutron magnetic cross section, even from
polycrysta]line samples, unambiguously defines the ground
state. However, for fs .states (both Sin and Pu) the ex-
cited J multiplet is fairly close in energy to the ground
state. This means that the effects of intermediate coup-
ling ami J mixing may be appreciable.

Assignments for the neptunium and uranium compounds
are not nearly as straightforward. For example, the ef-
fective magnetic moment Pcff of f

2, f3, and f1' free-ion
states are 3.58, 3.62 and 2.68 P|5, respectively. The
ordered moments Usar are 3.20, 3.27, and 2.40 ii_, respec-
tively. With the added complications of crystal-field
and exchange effects the identification of the configura-
tion from either Peff or iJg may be ambiguous. The Np
compounds have ordered moments ranging between 1.4 and
2.5 pjj, and the values of Peff are also consistent with
a 5fu configuration. For Np compounds additional infor-
mation is available from Mossbauer-effects measurements.
The hyperfine field Hj,f consists of a core contribution,
taken in the first approximation to be proportional to
<SZ> = X^Sj ~ 1)

 <Jz>< and a n orbital contribution pro-
portional to <j|JN'j]J> <r"3> <JZ>, where <J[|N||J> is a
reduced matrix element dependent on the ionic configura-
tion, and <r~3> is the average value of 1/r3 for the open-
shell electrons. Thus, Hhf « <J2> = USflt/Bj'

 l n FiK- *
we show the correlation11 between the hyperiine field and
the ordered moment as determined by neutron diffraction.
Of particular interest is that the linear relationship,
Hj,f = (1915 t 50) u s a t kOe/uB, extrapolates through the
Np*+ value (corresponding to a 5/'' configuration) calcu-
lated with irtennediatc-coupling wave functions and rel-
ativistic values for <r~3>. Another feature of the cor-
relation is that it extends ro values of iJsat less than
1 Ug, as found in the Laves phase compounds.17 Such a
result indicates that the value of <r~J> for the 5/elec-
trons remains constant in these noptuivlum compounds.

The uranium compounds in Table 1 have boon examined
with a variety of expprinifnr.nl techniques and have been
discussed with both a localized f electron formalism,
and an itinerant band-structu""* approach. As stated
above, we expect to need btU_h . jdcls to understand all
the m-ignetic properties. For the compounds UP, UAs, and
USb, which all have reasonably large U - V spacings, the
localized 5/3 configutntion appears appropriate. The
situation is more complicated for UC, "N, and US. With a
f3 configuration and the octahedral coordination of the
NaCl structure the crystal-) ic-ld interaction leads to a
quartet F , or a magnetic doublet I"6 as the ground state.
Assuming the predominance of the fourth-order term V =



A^ <r >,in comparison to the sixth-order tern V6, the
ordered moments Msat should lie between l."3 and 2.55 |.ij(.
The intermediate coupling g factor is 0.7595,as compared
to the "19/2 value of 8/11 = 0.7273, and we «Io not ex-
pect J mixing to perturb Usat by more than ±j 107~. How-
ever, UC is nonmagnetic and UN, although it lias a largo
Vie££ of 3.1 pg, orders with a moment of only 0.75 U-.
Alternatively, both materials may be considered bf? st:Hes,
in which the ground state may be a nonmagnetic singlet.
The magnetic ordering in such a system is then induced by
an ev.change field large enough to mix the ground and ex-
cited (magnetic) states. This model has achieved quanti-
tative success in Pr, Tb, and Tm compounds.13 The crystal-
field splitting E(I\) - E(T ) necessary to produce the
temperature-independent susceptibility in VC is ̂  1500 K
(130 meV). This is too large an energy separation to be
observed directly with present neutron spectrometers, and
the determination of the ground state by fitting the mag-
netic susceptibility should be treated with caution (sec
below). In the case of UN attempts to measure the spin-
vave spectra are r.urrently in progress.

SPIN LATTICE INTERACTIONS

In the discussions above we have not shown explic-
itly how the determination of the easy axis of magneti-
zation and the occurrence of lattice e'eforraations relates
to the localization of 5/ electrons, except in the sense
that these effects are a consequence of a stiong spin-
lattice interaction mediated by the orbital moment. With
the exception of Ce compounds, both the easy axis and
lattice distortions are understood in the lanthanide
series in terras of the crystal-field ground states. Such
descriptions present problems for actinide compounds.
For example, in Table I we note that in both f and Np cor-
pounds the easy axis are <100> for antiferromagnets and
<111> for ferromagnets. The correlations thus appear
with the magnetic structures rather than with the ground-
state configuration. The temperature dependence of the
lattice parameters of NpP and NpAs (Fig. 2) present evi-
dence for very dramatic and unusual spin-lattice inter-
actions.9 For the commensurate long-range magnetic struc-
tures (T < 74 K in NpP witli a 3 +, 3 - layered structure,
and 142 < T < 175 K in NpAs with a 4 +t 4 - structure)
tetragonal distortions ate observed. However, for mag-
netic ordering incommensurate6 with the lattice (74 <T<
130 K in NpP), or the simple type I +, - structure in
NpAs, the lattice is apparently cubic. The effect in
NpAs, in which the symmetry is raised (from tetragonal
to cubic) in the ordered state, is so unusual that one
is tempted to suggest a valence change occurs at 142 K.
The electrical resistivity changes by an order of magni-
tude at this transition.8 Notice, however, that distor-
tions in all type I antiferromagnets are absent, or at



least very small,9'"^ (c-a)/a £ 10~3. At present no ex-
planation for these spin-lattice interactions has been
advanced. Recently, neutron experiments at Argonne on
antiferromagnetic UO2 have shown that an internal shear
deformation of the oxygen sublattice occurs below TN,
whereas the -ranium atoms do not move.'5 The magneto-
elastic energy is minimized by this internal strain.,
which dominates the magnetic behavior of UO through
strong spin-lattice coupling,16 and the symmetry of the
overall unit cell remains unchanged. Although U02 is an
insulator and has the fluorite structure, the general
formulation of this new effect may also apply to the NaCl
compounds. Indeed, similar effects have been proposed
for certain lanthanide compounds.17

ELECTRON WAVE FUNCTIONS DETERMINED BY NEUTRON SCATTERING

The scattering of thermal neutrons yields, in prin-
ciple, information about the radial and angular distri-
butions of the unpaired electrons in a solid. In prac-
tice, achieving this goal is difficult. The experiments
require accurate measurements from single crystals, and
comparison with theory requires the use of the tensor-
operator method18 together with relativistic values for
the one-electron radial integrals.19

^ The magnetic scattering length is defined as a vector
E, with spherical components EQ given by

(2ir lT/m) E Q = <^e |T^ <e,K) |^£> (1)

The electron wave functions are represented by tp and
TQ(e,K) defines a tensor operator. The neutron-electron
interaction is expressed as a tensor of rank one, so that
we need to evaluate three terms, Q = 0, ± 1. The presence
of an unquenched orbital moment means that the magnetiza-
tion density is a vector quantity20'21 with three com-
ponents, M , M , and Mz. We may associate the components
E Q as follows,yEQ •* Mz> E + 1 •* - (Mx + i My)//2, and
E j •* (My - i M V//2. The magnetic moment density is there-
fore obtained Ijy Fourier transforming Mj., H , and Mz. In
certain cases M, the total magnetization, may be perpen-
dicular to the scattering vector K (this is common prac-
tice in experiments with polarized neutrons), and then
E+1 = E •= 0, and the moment density is a scalar quantity
as is found in mosr. transition metal compounds. We may
write E Q = - 2 p q

;!, where p = (0.27 x 10~12) pf(<) cm
is the conventional1, magnetic scattering length, ii is the
magnetic moment in Bohr magnetons, q2 iŝ  the square of
the magnetic interaction vector, and f(K) is the form
factor, which is related to thp magnetization density
through the Fourier transform

yf(ic) = M(?)eiK * r dr. (2)



In the tensor-operator formalism

f(K) = <jo> + c2 <j2> + C/, <j4> + c6 <j6> (3)

where

r •>
<Ji> = U"(r) ji(<r)dr (4)

o
are the radial integrals of the one-electron wava functions
and j.-(Kr) are spherical Bessel functions. The coeffi-
cients c^ are defined by the electronic configuration of
the magnetic ion and the experimental conditions. From
these equations, assuming we know the magnetic moment JJ
(obtained by extrapolating the cross section to K = 0),
and the geometric term q2, an effective magnetic form
factor f'(K) can always be deduced from both the observed
and calculated cross sections. If q2 = 1 then E =
E = 0 ar.d f = f as in Eq. (2); but, in general, the
situation is more complex.

Accurate form-factor measurements have been reported
lor UO (both in the ordered qnd paramagnetic states) and
VS. For UO in the ordered state the ambiguity in the
magnetic moment direction requites that the coefficients
c. in Eq. (3) be averaged over the (001) plane before
comparing with experiment; thu;; losing a great deal of
information about the anisotropy of the ground state.
In the paramagnetic state22the induce^ moment of 0.0374 Pg
is too small to be able to compare f(<) values calculated
with different models. However, this experiment does
show that the radial integrals <j.> of Eq. (4) derived
from relativistic Dirac-Fock calculations 9 are a good
representation of the spatial extent of the 5/ electrons
in U02.

Polarized neutrons have been used to measure the
magnetic form factor23 in ferromagnetic US. The neutron
data suggests a magnetic moment of 1.70 pg, whereas mag-
netization experiments 3 give only 1.55 Jjg. Similar
discrepancies occur in 3d transition metals and compounds
and are ascribed to conduction-electron polarization. In
US, it probably arises from hybridization of the 5/", 6d,
and 7s bands and, because of spatial de^ocalization of
these wave functions, contributes to f(K) only for
sinO/A < 0.1 A~ . The form factor of the localized part
is shown in Fig. 3. The data do not depart much from a
smooth curve, and we would expect considerable more an-
isotropy for 5f and 5/ states. We have reanalyzed this
data witli the relativistic <Ji> integrals and, in agree-
ment with Wedgwood's original analysis, obtain the best
fit (open points in Fig. 3) for the 5f2:Tl singlet con-
figuration.

Considerably more anisotropy is present in the mag-
netic form factor of USb, see Fig. 4. The overall fit
with a 5/ :T ground state is excellent, again showing



the accuracy of the < j ^ > integrals. The anisotropy in
Fig. 4 allows us to distinguish between a number of pos-
sible ground states. We define a term

Af = f(?x) - f(?2) (5)

where Jtct j = \<2\. From Eq. (3) we see that this elim-
inates the (spherically symmetric) term in < j o

> and fo-
cusses on higher-order integrals that reflect the mag-
netic quadrupole, octapole, ana higher mompnts. In Fig. 5
Af for a number of pairs of reflections is plotted versus
sinO/A. Assuming the LLW parameter x = 0.8, (x reflects
the ratio between V and V , and the analyses are inde-
pendent of x for 0.7 < x <̂  1.0. The sign of x depends on
the coordination only) the ground-state wave functions
are

( 2 ) = 0.79|9/2> - 0.59|l/2> - 0.14|-7/2>,

W>0 r g
( 1 ) ipe = 0.97|7/2> - 0 25|-l/2> - O.Ol)-9/2>,

^sat - 2" 3 6
 "B •

Now from Fig. 5 the F v > state is clearly an incorrect
assignment. Note that this has thetJ9/2> state as the
major term. For 0.3 < sinO/A < 0.5A"1 the anisotropy
comes primarily from the magnetic qu;\drupole moment,
which is sensed through the < j , > function. The shape of
the magnetization .density observed in USb is incompatible
with both the F 2 or free-ion |9/2> states. Point-
charge calculations give x > 0 and W < 0 with a Fg 2'
ground state. This is found in all Nd compounds2u (4,f3).
Our assignment of the ground state is alsi; opposite to
that suggested by Troc and Lam'5 from an analysis of the
high-temperature susceptibility of UP and UAs. However,
the present neutron experiments represent the first direct
identification of a crystal-field eigc-state in an acti-
nide intermetallic compound.

We have also measured the temperature dependence of
Af. This quantity is very sensitive to the occupation of
states with different symmetry from the ground state. In
Fig. 6 we show the suggested crystal-field love] scheme
for USb in the presence of an internal exchange field
(the molecular field model). In the absence of H ^ *
the Tg'1' - TG energy separation is ̂  300 K. As H e x c n is
increased the aegeneracy o.c the F stnte is raised, and
the gap between the lowest level of the excited F stnte
is narrowed. If the F state is separated by nore than
about 500 K from F the anisotropy will be temperature in-
dependent. On the other hand, in the free-ion picture
(which Is approached on the extreme right of Fig. 6) the



temperature dependence of the nnisotropy is very abrupt,
being approximately proportional to the fifth power of
the dipole moment at low temperatures. The measured quan-
tity Af(T) is related to the effective quadrupole moment
<0°> by normalizing, thus <0°> <* Af(T)/Af(T = 0) and this
is plotted as a function of the reduced dipole moment in
Fig, 7. Note that the experimental <0 > shows some tem-
perature dependence, placing an upper limit of ^ 400 K
on the r '- T energy separation. Using a molecular
field model as illustrated in Fig. 6 we have calculated
Af(T), and the results for W = 6, 7, and 8 K are shown in
Fig. 7. Near T HeXCh rapidly diminishes, leading to an
increase in the Tg ll - fg separation, with a correspond-
ing increase in Af. The data do not reflect this upturn
near TJJ, but do suggest that W ^ 7 K is a reasonable
value. The present elastic scattering measurements show
the need for single-crystal inelastic neutron experiments
because the exchange interactions will undoubtedly pro-
duce considerable dispersion in the crystal-field levels.
This may well account for the failure to detect crystal-
field levels using polycrystalline samples and time-of-
flight techniques.26 However, the concept of a well-
defined crystal-field state does appear to be valid for
antiferroraagnetic. USb.

As suggested by Table I the Pu ions usually be-
long to the f5 configuration. The magnetic cross sec-
tion for thisostate is most unusual, having a maximum at
sinO/A ^0.3 A"1 rather than at zero. The reason is that
L = 5, S = 5/2, and these oppose each other, J = L - S =
5/2. The localized magnetization density from the orbi-
tal moment is opposed by a large, but diffuse, negative
spin density. The total magnetization therefore changes
sign as one proceeds away from the nucleus. The Fourier
transform of the magnetization density then has a maxi-
mum at K # 0. Since this form factor is unique to the
f5 configuration, neutron scattering provides a simple
method of establishing the ground state. Unfortunately,,
single crystals of Pu compounds have not yet been pro-
duced, but in Fig. 8 we show results obtained with polar-
ized neutrons from a polycrystalline sample of ferro-
magnetic ?u PuP. Preferred orientation effects, which
establish the easy axis as <100>, limit the number of
reflections that can be measured. The smooth curve is a
best fit to the data using relntivistic <ii> integrals
and the 5/5:GHS<2:r ground state. This form factor
extrapolates to give V*at = 0.62 p_, the magnetization
value is 0.42 Pg. I'l these configurations we will
certainly have to take into account the effects of J
mixing since estimates' show that the ^5/2 state may not
make up more than 'v 66/< of the ground state. Calculations
of the magnetic cross section for these complicated situ-
ations are in progress.



SUMMARY

We have concentrated almost exclusively here on the
properties of the NaCl actinide compounds. As Table I
illustrates, we are able to interpret most of the mag-
netic properties in terms of localized bf electrons be-
havior. However, direct proof of the crystnl-f irld
level-picture remains hard to obtain. Even in the so-
called simple systems the microscopic exchange and spin-
lattice interactions remain totally unresolved. For ex-
ample, the sudden increase in the ordered magnetic mo-
ment in UP at low temperature has been analyzed in terms
of both a crystal-field effect28 and a change in the val-
ence stTte.2 We have discussed the spin-lattice inter-
action with reference to recent observations on tiie
insulating actinide antiferromagnet L'O , but the appli-
cation of these ideas to systems that exhibit effects
such as in Fig. 2 will require a substantial theoretical
effort. In some cases, e.g., UN, US, and possibly VC
and UP, the 5/ band is probably broad enough that a
simple localized model will not predict the correct
magnetic behavior. X-ray photoemission and de Ha;i?
van Alphen experiments on these systems should prove
most rewarding.

As discussed in the final section, the measurement
of the elastic magnetic cross section is providing quan-
titative information on the radial and tngular wave func-
tions of the unpaired 5/ electrons. Further experiments
of this nature, together with inelastic neutron experi-
ments to measure the elementary excitations, will be
most valuable. To accomplish these goals, a much
greater effort should be made to grow single crystals.
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open circles.
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Table I. Magnetic properties of NaCl actinide compounds. For a
rhombohedral distortion, easy axis <111>, c and a are
defined here as distances Treasured parallel and per-
pendicular to the trigonal axis such that c/a = 1 in
the cubic phase.

uc
UN

UP

UAs

USb

US

USe

a
o

(A)

4.960

4.890

5.589

5.779

6.197

5.489

5.744

Mag-

netism

TIP

AF I

AF I

-L
AF I

F

F

Temp.

(°K)

53

125

127
63

241

178

160

Ueff
(PB>

3.1

•>.2

3.4

^3.8

2.25

^2.4

^sat
(uB)

0.75

1.9

1.9
2.2

2.8

1.70

2.0

Easy

Axis

<100>

<100>

<100>

<100>

<111>

<111>

1-c/a

U10 4)

-6

<5

<5

?

+105

+81

f1

2

2?

3

3

3

2?

3?

NpC

NpN

NpP

NpAs

NpSb

NpS

5.000

4.897

6.254

5.527

AF I 310
F 220

F 87

5.615 AF 3+3- 130

4+4- 175
5.838 AF

I 142

AF I 207

AF II 20

3.4

2.4

2.8

^2.6

^2.3

2.2

2.1

1.4

1.8
2.3

2.5

2.5

0.9

<100>

<100>

<100>
<100>

<100>

<100>

<5 A 7
+23

-52 4?

-42 4

<1 •

4?

PuC 4.977 AF I MOO "-1 0.8 <100> ? 5

PuN 4.905 AF ? 13 1.1 ? ? ? 5

PuP 5.659 F 126 1.] ^0.5 <100> ? 5

PuSb 6.240 F 85 1.0 0.6 ? ? 5

PuS 5.537 TIP — — — — — 6

AniSb 6.239 TIP — — — 0

TIP—temperature independent paramagnetism.
AK —antiferromagnetism, I - type I + -; IA - type 1A 2+ 2-; II

type II; F - ferromngnetism.


